If you struggle with binary multiplication, or Big O Notation, this is
the book for you. This textbook companion will help improve your
essential maths skills for computer science, whichever awarding
body specification you’re following. You can use it throughout your
course, whenever you feel you need some extra help.
Develop your understanding of both maths and computer
science with all worked examples and questions within a
computer science context

l

Improve your confidence with a step-by-step approach to every
maths skill

l

Measure your progress with guided and non-guided questions
to see how you’re improving

l

Understand where you’re going wrong with full worked
solutions to every question

l

Feel confident in expert guidance from experienced teachers
and examiners Victoria Ellis and Gavin Craddock, reviewed
by Dr Kathleen Maitland, Senior Lecturer in Computing and
Director of the SAS Student Academy at Birmingham City
University
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Don’t miss out on easy marks. Improve your skills and feel
confident about the maths you need for your computer science
A-level with this essential guide.
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2 Number bases

Decimal, binary and
hexadecimal number base
‘Number base’ means the number of different symbols that are used. So if you have base
10 (known as decimal, or denary), there are 10 different symbols: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.
These symbols are then combined to represent any number, e.g. 12, 99, 386.

E

Binary is base 2 and there are two different symbols: 0 and 1.

A = 10

Hexadecimal is base 16 and there are 16 different symbols: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B,
C, D, E, F. Letters are used in hexadecimal instead of two digit numbers.

C = 12
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The base of a number can be identified by its subscript:
■■ If the subscript is 10, e.g. 910, this means it is a base 10 number (decimal).
■■ If the subscript is 2, e.g. 10112, this means it is a base 2 number (binary).
■■ If the subscript is 16, e.g. 28116, this means it is a base 16 number (hexadecimal) .

B = 11

D = 13
E = 14
F = 15

Converting a base 2 or base 16 number to
base 10

Table 2.1

D3

D2

D1
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D4

M

Each digit in a number can be converted into its decimal (base 10) value using four steps.
Table 2.1 shows how the digits are divided. In computer science we start counting at 0.
The first digit (on the right) is Digit 0 (D0). This is multiplied by its base to the power of
0 (base0). Digit 1 (D1) is multiplied by its base to the power of 1 (base1). Digit 2 (D2) is
multiplied by its base to the power of 2 (base2) and so on.

× base

4

× base

3

× base

2

× base

1

D0

× base0

Multiplying to the power of 2 means the number multiplied by itself, i.e. 42 = 4 × 4.

Multiplying to the power of 3 means the number multiplied by itself, multiplied by
itself, i.e. 43 = 4 × 4 × 4.
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2 Number bases

A Worked examples
a Convert the binary number 0101 to decimal.
Step 1: put the binary number into the table format as shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.2
0

1

× base

3

0

× base

1

× base

2

1

× base0

Step 2: binary is base 2, so replace the word ‘base’ with 2.
Table 2.3
1

0

×2

×2

3

1

×2

2

1

Step 3: calculate each column.

E

0

× 20
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Table 2.4
0 × 23 = 0

1 × 22 = 4

Step 4: Add the columns together.
0+4+0+1=5

0 × 21 = 0

1 × 20 = 1

b Convert the hexadecimal number 1D9 to decimal.

Step 1: put the hexadecimal number into the table format as shown in Table 2.1.

M

Table 2.5
0

× base2

D

9

× base1

× base0

D

9

Step 2: hexadecimal is base 16, so replace the word ‘base’ with 16.
Table 2.6
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0

× 16

2

× 16

× 160

1

Step 3: Calculate each column, replacing any letters with their numerical equivalent. (D = 13; see box
on the previous page)

Table 2.7

1 × 162 = 256

13 × 161 = 208

Step 4: add the columns together.

9 × 160 = 9

256 + 208 + 9 = 473
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Full worked solutions at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/essentialmathsanswers

2 Number bases

B Guided questions
Copy out the workings and complete the answers on a separate piece of paper.
1 Convert the binary number 11100 to denary. Show your working.
Step 1: fill in the number base for binary in each column. The first one has been done
for you.
Table 2.8
1

1

1

0

0

× 24

× ___3

× ___2

× ___1

× ___0

16 + _______ + _______ + _______ + _______
The answer is ______________.
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Step 2: complete the calculation for each column. Again, the first one has been done
for you.
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2 Convert the hexadecimal number 3F to denary. Show your working.

Step 1: fill in the second hexadecimal number on the top row and the bases on the
bottom row.
Table 2.9
3

___

× ___

1

× ___0

Step 2: complete the calculation for each column.

M

_______ + _______

The answer is ______________.

C Practice questions
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3 Convert the binary number 1011 to decimal.

4 Convert the hexadecimal number 29 to decimal.
5 Convert the binary number 10111 to decimal.
6 Convert the hexadecimal number AB to decimal.
7 Convert the binary number 10110110 to decimal.
8 Convert the hexadecimal number 32F1 to decimal.
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